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Compliance Management Solutions

Clarmon introduces QAvalid™ v1.5, the first Compliance
Management Application with offline traceability and compliant
test execution in Microsoft® Office
Clarmon Corporation announced today the introduction of version 1.5 of QAvalid, its main software solution for creating and
managing documented evidence within regulated industries. The new version includes a number of added functionalities, the
most important being the electronic testing which can now be executed in Microsoft Word.
QAvalid saves more than 40% of the time spent documenting compliance by providing unique knowledge capture capabilities,
automatically generated traceability matrices, automatically generated and linked documents or total control over the information
inside each document or status of each equipment. The features needed to accelerate and automate documentation and to meet
requirements for electronic signatures and electronic records are delivered through efficient collaboration, using a simple Web
interface or a QAvalid toolbar in the Microsoft Office package.
The Microsoft Office integration enables QAvalid users to work in the same simple manner as they do today. The QAvalid toolbar
makes the integration possible and ensures the appropriate level of control over the information. The new toolbar enables the use
of Microsoft Word to write documents, review or approve them, make risk assessments or track system or equipment inventory
as compliant electronic records. Unique Linksense™ traceability references are now available offline to connect content across
physically separate documents directly in Microsoft Word.
The most important new benefit of the Office integration is controlled execution of test scripts or audits to verify compliance. The
test results are captured in electronic format and submitted to the QAvalid repository with 21 CFR Part 11 compliant electronic
signatures, access controls and audit trails. Performing test execution in Microsoft Word provides great flexibility, enabling users
to carry portable computers and electronically execute tests anywhere they like without sacrificing regulatory compliance.

About Clarmon Corporation
Clarmon Corporation provides integrated software applications for the management of structured content within a number of
target industries. Most of Clarmon’s clients to date have been in the Pharmaceutical, Biotechnology and Medical Device Industries.
Through its QAvalid™ application, Clarmon provides a powerful tool to allow companies to achieve regulatory compliance faster
and easier. By removing tedious manual tasks for Quality Assurance, QAvalid™ drives costs down, and diminishes the risk of
non-compliance.
Clarmon Corporation is headquartered in London, with a development and consultancy team in Bucharest Romania, sales staff in
Dubai and Singapore and worldwide sales and distribution partners. For more info about Clarmon Corporation, please visit
www.clarmon.com.
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